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Abstract: The future of transportation systems is going towards autonomous and assisted driving,
aiming to reach full automation. There is huge focus on communication technologies expected to
offer vehicular application services, of which most are location-based services. This paper provides
a study on localization accuracy limits using vehicle-to-infrastructure communication channels
provided by IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V, considering two different vehicular network designs. Real data
measurements obtained on our highway testbed are used to model and simulate propagation
channels, the position of base stations, and the route followed by the vehicle. Cramer–Rao lower
bound, geometric dilution of precision, and least square error for time difference of arrival localization
technique are investigated. Based on our analyses and findings, LTE-V outperforms IEEE 802.11p.
However, it is apparent that providing larger signal bandwidth dedicated to localization, with
network sites positioned at both sides of the highway, and considering the geometry between vehicle
and network sites, improve vehicle localization accuracy.

Keywords: IEEE 802.11p; LTE; CRLB; GDOP; vehicle localization accuracy

1. Introduction

Wireless communication technologies are all around our daily life, used by smart-
phones, smart homes, and smart cities, making our days easier and more productive.
These technologies are being expanded and integrated into vehicles and road infrastruc-
ture, targeting the reduction of road accidents, enhancement of road safety, reliability, and
traffic management.

Over the recent years, the emphasis on intelligent vehicle research has turned to
Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) which enables information exchange
between vehicles (vehicle-to-vehicle, V2V) and between vehicle and transport infrastructure
(vehicle-to-infrastructure, V2I), referred as vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication [1].
The concept and development of such systems have been in the focus of industry, academia,
standard institutions, and highway administration institutions [2], aiming to support road
navigation, vehicles tracking, monitoring, emergency services, access to traffic conditions,
weather conditions, air pollution, etc. However, despite many vehicle-related location-
aware applications, localization or positioning accuracy remains the main problem [2].
In addition to this, according to the literature review, vehicular networking technologies
are being designed for communication and not for localization purposes. However, the
system should make available sub-meter-level localization accuracy to comply with the
demands of the automotive sector [3].

Traditionally, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers have been used
for vehicle localization. However, a standalone GNSS receiver and its improved systems
known as Differential GNSS (DGNSS) and Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) have their inaccu-
racy in location information in dense and indoor environments, such as tunnels, urban
canyons, and dense forests [4,5]. As an alternative solution to this, it is seen the explosion
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of potential localization capabilities using technologies such as ad-hoc IEEE 802.11p and
cellular LTE-V.

IEEE has released IEEE 802.11p known as WAVE in US and ETSI ITS-G5 in Europe,
for vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). Wi-Fi-based V2X technology includes categories
such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) com-
munications [4,6]. IEEE 802.11p uses orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
for both uplink and downlink. The entire signal is wideband (i.e., occupies a 10 MHz
channel) [7].

3GPP has released Release 14 of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) referred as LTE-V2X or
LTE-V. Cellular-based V2X technology includes communication between vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and vehicle to network
(V2N) [6]. It uses single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA) for uplink
and OFDM for downlink. The channel bandwidth can be 10 and 20 MHz [8].

Both technologies, ad-hoc IEEE 802.11p and cellular LTE-V are considered to be com-
plementary to each other [7,9], while they have also been topic for different performance
comparison studies, considering delay, reliability, quality of service, data rate, mobility,
coverage, economic size, etc. [7,8,10–12]. However, there is a lack of studies about the capa-
bility of these technologies to localize vehicles using communication signals. This because
of limited access on network operator deployments, lack of positioning signals provided
by mobile operators, non-synchronized and small number of required base stations.

In [13,14] are presented positioning results by using LTE downlink signals collected in
a portable experimental setup during a car drive in the town of Rapperswil, Switzerland.
The study analyzes the received signal by combining time, frequency, spatial, and cell ID
domains for position tracking. In general, an error of 59.83 m with a coverage of 72% has
been obtained using a simple Channel Impulse Response-based timing algorithm with
NLOS rejection, whereas error an of 48.47 m with full coverage has been obtained using a
Threshold-to-noise ratio-based estimator. The study is performed using a limited number
of base stations of mobile operators and concludes the need for exploiting different cell
sizes to improve localization.

Hence, we conduct a comparative study and investigate the achievable localization
accuracy of the IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V, using vehicle-to-infrastructure signals. V2X air
interfaces use the Uu interface, which connects users’ equipment or onboard units (OBUs)
with road-side units (RSUs) or eNBs, which have the role of base stations. Real data mea-
surements in an actual testbed are incorporated as a prominent feature to have preliminary
results of these signals’ behavior and their capabilities to be used for an optimized vehicular
network. 3GPP LTE path-loss model [15] is chosen over the WINNER [16] to model the
signal propagation. Furthermore, the study is done by providing numerical results through
simulation of the two aforementioned technologies on two different vehicular network
design scenarios, with the same propagation conditions and same frequency band.

We analyze the Cramer–Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for Time Difference of Arrival
(TDOA) measurements in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, with a
zero mean and a variance dependent on the geometry between vehicles and base stations.
The role of this geometrical distribution of base stations included in the estimation is
further examined using Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP). Two different vehicular
network design scenarios related to the placement of base stations in use are simulated.
In addition to this, the Least square (LS) algorithm is considered to obtain the TDOA
technique performance on vehicular localization. The LS algorithm uses ranges of IEEE
802.11p and LTE-V to calculate the vehicle position location.

The main contribution of this study is the comparison results on maximum achievable
localization accuracy provided by IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V using V2I downlink commu-
nication signals. Another novel contribution is this work is also the development of a
comparison model regarding localization accuracy limits, obtained by V2I communica-
tion signals. This model can be adapted by other vehicular network designs and other
frequency bands, where is a need to predict, examine, and improve route infrastructure
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deployment, technology signal coverage, frequency band, propagation conditions, and
vehicular network poor design. In our work, this model is used to analyze and develop the
testbed over the E313 highway in Antwerp, Belgium.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: Section 2 is a brief overview of
related works. Vehicular network designs, measurements setup, derivation and simulation
of CRLB, GDOP, and LS algorithm are presented in Section 3. Simulation results, discus-
sions, and comparisons between two technologies, two vehicular network designs, and the
relation between used parameters are presented in Section 4. Conclusions are summarized
in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Different research is done on the achievable localization accuracy by using LTE po-
sitioning reference signal (PRS) and Cell ID signal. Time of Arrival (TOA) estimation
algorithm is performed on the LTE downlink signals carried on measurements from mul-
tiple base stations [14,17]. The study in [18] considers the performance limits of the V2I
ranging-based localization technique using LTE networks. TOA of the cell-specific refer-
ence signals (CRS) of LTE belonging to different mobile operators is considered in [19,20]
to increase positioning coverage. Observed time difference of arrival (OTDOA) technique
in Rel 14 LTE networks [21], using dedicated positioning reference signals in a simulation
model is performed in [22]. Other Rel 14 LTE positioning protocol, primary and secondary
synchronization signals transmitted by base stations are used for navigating in [13,23,24].
Although 3GPP Rel-16 or millimeter-wave 5G specification provides a new radio for posi-
tioning by assuming sub-meter level accuracy for 95% of the service areas and vehicular
cases [25]. Position estimation through millimeter-wave using Multiple-input and Multiple-
output (MIMO) in 5G systems are examined in [26–28], by focusing on advantages of the
MIMO system, the large number of antennas, large bandwidths, high carrier frequencies,
cooperative localization, and new design of services coverage, smaller cells, and dense
networks. This release is expected to inherit the positioning mechanisms of previous
standards and adopt potential new methods [3]. Some improved algorithms using TOA
technique are also found in VANETs localization using IEEE 802.11p [2,3]. Most of these
results are only experimental results using signals emulated in laboratories or Software
Defined Radios.

Localization performance accuracy is evaluated with the theoretical localization limits
defined by the CRLB. Most of the CRLB studies [3,17,29–33] consider a constant variance
that does not depend on the estimated parameter. However, in practice, the input variance
in the covariance matrix depends on the geometry between transmitters and receivers.
Therefore, in this study, we have computed the standard deviation of the TDOA mea-
surements as a function of the transmitter positions. This results in a more realistic value
for CRLB.

To scale the impact of the geometry between transmitters and receivers, the GDOP
parameter is considered. This criterion is used for choosing appropriate base stations in
cellular communication systems [34]. The first published paper that presents the GDOP
of hyperbolic multilateration systems is found in [35]. In [34] the GDOP is used to select
appropriate base stations in cellular communication systems while performing TDOA.
Then [36] used GDOP to optimize the deployment of the base stations for range measure-
ment positioning systems by using a sided regular polygon with one base station in the
center of the polygon, which resulted in decrease the value of DOP. A weighted GDOP
(WGDOP), using error statistics property and by selecting specific measurement units is
done in [37]. In vehicular networks for hyperbolic TDOA is used in [3,38]. In this work, we
have used DOP 2D to compare two different vehicular network designs.

To model the transmission of signals for CRLB estimation and technologies compari-
son, physical layer performance should be addressed. In this regard, compared with V2V
channels, a research gap is mentioned to support V2I communication coverage prediction
and interference analysis [39–41]. The study in [42] compares IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V
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technologies considering vehicular communication in an urban non-line of sight (NLOS)
scenario. Differences between line of sight (LOS), NLOS due to foliage, and NLOS due
to buildings, are shown on the GEMV2 simulated model using the V2I field measure-
ments campaign in 5.9 GHz frequency band performed in the city center of Bologna [40].
Other conducted extensive field testing on the link quality of IEEE 802.11p V2I channels in
urban scenarios are found in [43,44].

The study in [36] suggest an empirical path-loss model for V2I channels, which
relates path-loss exponent with antenna height, by analyzing the shadowing effect and the
large and small-scale fading effect for three different link types (LOS beneath, NLOS, and
LOS above the environment). Then, WINNER B1, C2, and D1 models are developed for
vehicular networks for urban micro-cell (UMi), typical urban macro-cell (UMa), and rural
macro-cell (RMa) scenarios [16]. An adaptation of WINNER channels models is done by
Rel 14 by standardizing the 3D Channel Model for LTE [15]. We refer to this adaptation as
the 3GPP LTE path-loss model.

3. Vehicular Networks Design
3.1. Scenarios Definition

To compare two technologies in respect of achievable vehicle localization accuracy and
two proposed network designs on the E313 highway testbed, located in Antwerp, Belgium,
are performed four different simulated scenarios. These simulations are done to have
preliminary results on the achievable vehicle localization accuracy and to choose which of
these two network designs should be considered for deployment on the E313 highway.

The E313 highway testbed consists of interconnected hardware including vehicle
part named onboard unit (OBU), base stations or network sites part named road-side
units (RSUs) planned to be placed along the highway, backbone and testbed management
software platform, and optical fiber ring along the highway. The considered segment is
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The segment of the two-way E313 highway in Antwerp, Belgium. © 2020 Google.

3.1.1. RSUs Location

In this study, for both technologies, IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V, we consider the case
when RSUs are deployed at both sides of the highway as the first proposed vehicular
network design, and the case when RSUs are deployed at one side of the highway as the
second proposed vehicular network design. The planned location coordinates for all RSUs
depend on the route infrastructure or gantries placed on the highway. Thus, the inter-
distance between RSUs in the study is not constant, it varies depending on the placement
of the highway gantries. This inter-site distance has an impact on localization limitations.

In Figure 2 are shown RSUs placed periodically at two sides of the highway.
The white color marked sites are at the first side of the highway and the red color marked
sites are placed at the other side of the highway. We have considered all two-sided 30 RSUs
for the first technologies comparison and one-sided 15 RSUs for the left comparison.
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Figure 2. Map of the environment of the simulated area where RSUs are placed on two sides of the E313 highway. On
one side are white color marked sites, and on the other side of the E313 highway are placed the red color marked sites.
© 2020 Google.

3.1.2. Time Difference of Arrival

TDOA determines the location of the vehicle by evaluating the difference in arrival
times of the communication signals from separated network sites. As in the previous
study [45], to comply with the TDOA technique, the network sites are synchronized
to a reference clock, and the vehicle has its own clock. Since there is no need to have
synchronization between network sites and the vehicle, these assumptions are correct.

We consider a single OBU placed at xk = [xk, yk]
T at tk time. Meantime, we assume

that the positions of RSUs are presented as si
k = [xi

k, yi
k]

T , where i = 1, 2, 3 . . . M, depending
on the number of network sites. For every location, while driving, OBU measures the times
of arrival of the downlink signals received from the RSUs and multiplies it with the speed
of light to have the distances between the OBU and RSUs. The Euclidean distance between
the OBU and RSU is computed as

ri =
√
(x− xi)2 + (y− yi)2. (1)

Considering the above equation, we obtain distances from each RSUs. Then, differ-
ences between every RSUs distances with one reference RSU distance are used to estimate
the two-dimensional position of the OBU. The reference RSU, or reference network site is
the most powerful RSU, the one located on the shortest distance from the location of OBU.

z1j,k = h1j,k(xk) + u1j,k. (2)

Referring the expression on Equation (2), the resulted range differences z1i,k are sum
of exact range differences h1j,k and the additive white Gaussian noise AWGN with a
standard deviation σi, non-constant variance σ2

1j = σ2
1 + σ2

j , and joint conditional Gaussian
distribution covariance matrix defied below, Equation (3), where j = 2, 3 . . . M.

R =

σ2
1 + σ2

2 . . . σ2
1

...
. . .

...
σ2

1 . . . σ2
1 + σ2

M

. (3)

Following the TDOA technique, OBU needs to have communication with at least four
RSUs, to perform localization. For scenarios considered in simulation, OBU communicates
with all RSUs which are placed in a defined range distance. This maximum coverage
distance of each RSU is approximated considering the technology real data measurements
performed on the E313 highway. While moving, OBU will change its reference RSU
depending on the level of received signal strength and time of arrival. This network design
avoids signal interference of time and frequency resources.
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3.1.3. Transmit Power and Frequency Bandwidth

Vehicular communication between RSUs placed along the highway and the OBU
placed in the vehicle is based on multicarrier orthogonal frequency-division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) modulations. Therefore, both technologies use the same Modulation and
Coding Scheme.

The antenna of each network site is formed by a uniform linear array of Ma elements
with known orientation, while the OBU antenna is omnidirectional.

For IEEE 802.11p simulation, it is considered OFDM physical layer signal with a
bandwidth of 10 MHz, 64 sub-carries (each has 156.25 kHz), the maximum transmit power
is 23 dBm, and its received sensitivity level defined in the corresponding standard in [46] is
−85 dBm. Although for LTE-V we have 600 sub-carries (each has 15 kHz) and according
to the LTE standard [21] the maximum transmit power is 46 dBm, its received sensitivity
level is −90.4 dBm [47]. However, sensitivity levels achieved by commercial devices or
prototypes can be −92 dBm for IEEE 802.11p [48] and −103.5 dBm for LTE-V [49].

In this work, we have considered the maximum transmit power that technologies can
provide to compare their best performance on achievable localization accuracy.

Other parameters required for simulation are summarized in Table 1 and are further
explained and used in Section 3.2.

Table 1. Simulation parameters of the vehicular network scenarios for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V.

Parameter IEEE 802.11p LTE-V

Pmax 23 dBm 46 dBm
f 5.9 GHz 5.9 GHz

Gt 15 dBi 15 dBi
Gr 5 dBi 5 dBi
ht 8 m 8 m
hr 1.8 m 1.8 m
B 10 MHz 10 MHz

Fsc 156.25 kHz 15 kHz
N 64 600
SF 6 dB and 8 dB 6 dB and 8 dB
Nm 1 1
NF 9 dB 9 dB
Ma 1 1

MCL 70 dB 70 dB
p2(n) 1 1

Modulation OFDM OFDM

3.1.4. Propagation Conditions

We analyze the downlink signals from RSUs or emitters to one OBU, through additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). These transmitted signals are subject of LOS and NLOS
propagation modes caused by the surrounding environment between RSUs and OBU,
while the latter one is driving on the highway. Propagation modes are defied using the
LOS/NLOS probability which is determined by the distance between RSUs and OBU.

The surrounding environment is characterized by the influence of traffic jams, trees,
and vegetation. Also, various infrastructural highway metal components have a considered
impact. No high buildings or objects were identified. To consider the impact of this
environment we compare two propagation models with real measurements tests obtained
on the E313 highway testbed.

Since deterministic models are considered not computationally efficient, because
of their complexity and divergence on different environments, we apply the WINNER
propagation model [50] and the 3GPP LTE model [51].
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Also, here we add the shadow fading defined as the variability in the received power
due to signal obstructions. This parameter is accurately modeled as a random Gaussian
variable with a standard deviation.

Further explanation about the appropriate propagation channel model used in this
work is provided below in Section 3.3.

3.2. Cramer Row Lower Bound for TDOA

The accuracy of the OBU two-dimensional position estimation using TDOA depends
on the transmitted signals from RSUs to OBU. Since these signals or waveforms are subject
to random phenomena such as noise, fading, shadowing, multipath, non-line of sight
propagations, and interference [17,39,52], the estimated position is impacted by uncertainty.
To scale this uncertainty and predict the achievable accuracy level is used root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of the position estimate (x). Another way is to have Cramer–Rao Lower
Bound (CRLB).

The position error in m is,

ex =
√

E[‖x− x‖2] >
√

tr(CRLB(x)), (4)

where E is the expected value and tr is trace operator. CRLB is the lower bound on the
variance of any unbiased estimator [53]. This time we use to determine the lower bound
of the achievable positioning accuracy. This lower bound can be used to determine the
network design guidelines for accurate vehicle localization [3]. CRLB is computed from the
inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) J defined in [53]. Considering the derivation
of the CRLB in an AWGN channel done in [53], the CRLB in m, is expressed as

CRLB(x) = (DT R−1D)−1, (5)

where

D =


x−x1

d1
− x−x2

d2
. . . y−y1

d1
− y−y2

d2
...

. . .
...

x−x1
d1
− x−xM

dM
. . . y−y1

d1
− y−yM

dM

, (6)

and R is defined in Equation (3).
CRLB for TOA and TDOA is studied in different scenarios in [3,5,17,29,30,33].

In [17,29,33] the covariance matrix R does not depend on the vehicle position, which
results in an approximated constant covariance matrix. However, in this study, we include
the position of the vehicle in the covariance matrix, so no constant variance for different
measurements is obtained. To model this covariance matrix for both technologies IEEE
802.11p and LTE-V, standard deviation and variance of the TDOA should be defined.
According to [3,17] and the explanations above, the variance of a TDOA measurement
is the sum of the associated TOA measurements. This parameter is defined as shown in
the expression below and depends on frequency f (in Hz), relative power weight pk

2 of
sub-carrier k, number of sub-carriers N, sub-carrier spacing Fsc (in Hz), signal bandwidth
B (in Hz), and signal to noise ratio SNRj,

σ2
j,TOA =

c2

8π2MaNmSNRj
F2

sc
N ∑k p2k2

. (7)

Nm is the total number of measurements and Ma is the number of antenna elements.
In (7) SNRj is defined in dB as,

SNRj = Pmax − SFj − N − Lj + 147− 10log(NF)− 10log(B), (8)

Lj = max(PL(dj)− Gt − Gr, MCL), (9)
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where Pmax (in dBm) is the maximum transmit power, SFj (in dB) is the shadow fading,
NF (in Hz) is receiver noise figure, B (in Hz) is signal bandwidth, Gt and Gr (in dB) are
transmitter and receiver antenna gains, and MCL (in dB) is the minimum coupling loss
between OBU and RSU. PL(dj) (in dB) are macroscopic losses defined by propagation
path-loss models for vehicular communication.

3.3. Measurements and Channel Models for Vehicular Communication

To have a realistic simulated estimation of the CRLB, there is a need to model the
signal propagation channel very accurately. To validate this model real data measurements
are performed, hence we could obtain the behavior characteristics of the signal propagation
on the selected part of the E313 highway.

The first measurements were conducted on the link quality and radio wave prop-
agation of the IEEE 802.11p V2I channels in one of the E313 highway segments (Smart
Highway: https://www.fed4fire.eu/testbeds/smart-highway/, (accessed on 1 February
2021)). where we were provided with one RSU and one OBU. The measurements were
performed on a 5.2 km route, driving on the E313 highway from point A toward point B,
and then back to point C, Figure 3.

Figure 3. Map of the environment of conducted field measurements, while driving on the E13 highway. The OBU starts its
journey on point A, toward point B, and then back to point C. © 2020 Google.

As shown in Figure 4, one part of the OBU is placed 1.8 m high on the vehicle roof and
the other part is placed inside of the vehicle. OBU contains the vehicle part of the ITS-G5
Cohda Wireless containing Cohda MK5 OBU, one Mobilemark MGW-303 antenna, two
5.9 GHz antennas, and one active GNSS antenna.

Figure 4. The OBU placed on the vehicle. The OBU Roof Unit mounted on the roof (left) together
with the antennas (right) and the OBU Car Unit placed inside the vehicle (right).

https://www.fed4fire.eu/testbeds/smart-highway/
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It also contains a GNSS module AsteRx-m2a with RTK correction, and GNSS PolaNt-x
MF antennas. Inside the vehicle is the car unit which contains the processing unit with an
independent power system, which can power the OBU for several h.

The deployed RSU is placed on one of the gantries of the E313 highway as shown in
Figure 5. Inside this module is a large electrical cabinet that contains different technologies
and a processing unit. In our interest are the ITS-G5 Cohda Wireless MK05 RSU, two
antenna connectors connected to 5.9 GHz antennas, internal GNSS receiver (connected to
a GNSS antenna mounted inside the RSU), GNSS AsteRx-m2 OEM Base, together with a
GNSS PolaNt-x MF antenna.

Figure 5. The RSU placed on the E313 highway. The location of the considered gantry (left) and the
RSU cabinet (right) together with its location installation (right). © 2020 Google.

The effective transmitted power of ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p module was 23 dBm. The po-
sition of the vehicle was observed by the very accurate GNSS receiver used also for device
synchronization. For every received packet on this communication, we obtained the re-
ceived signal strength (RSS) in dBm, speed of the vehicle, its location, signal to noise ratio,
and time.

The obtained measurements tests results are used to evaluate and compare the WIN-
NER propagation model and the 3GPP LTE model in the aspect of propagation prediction
performance. The considered models are developed for different areas including urban
micro-cell (UMi), typical urban macro-cell (UMa), and rural macro-cell (RMa) scenarios.

WINNER propagation model noted as D1 represents radio propagation in largely
rural areas with low building density. The height of the transmitted antenna is typically
much higher than the average building height. The receiver antenna is supposed to be
located inside of a building or a vehicle with a velocity between 0 to 200 km/h [50].

The 3GPP LTE path-loss model can be applied in the frequency range between
2–6 GHz, for antenna heights higher than the average building height, and receiver antenna
height between 1 m to 10 m. It considers street width and building density and heights.
Both models consider the transition between LOS and NLOS propagation conditions [51].

3.4. Dilution of Precision

As mentioned above, the expected placement of all RSUs in the testbed depends on
the gentries’ location on the E313 highway. This placement, respectively the RSUs and OBU
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geometric relationship does have a huge impact on the estimated positioning accuracy.
Thus, we investigate the Horizontal DOP (HDOP) values for two simulated scenarios
where RSUs placement and density are different.

DOP is a unit-less number and represents the geometric effect of base stations and
the mobile station on the relationship between measurement error and positioning de-
termination error. It is a function of geographical positions of used base stations [54].
This unit-less value is used to identify highway parts where we have poor RSUs place-
ments and to select the most appropriate set of RSUs in the calculation, which gives the
minimum positioning error.

In addition to this, we are interested to see if there is a relation between the obtained
values of HDOP, CRLB, and TDOA estimation.

As for the CRLB estimation, we have selected the same reference RSU, which is the
most powerful RSU for each OBU location. Then, the geometry matrix D defined in
Equation (6) is used to calculate the HDOP as shown in Equation (10),

HDOP(x) =
√

tr(DT D)−1. (10)

3.5. Least Square Method for TDOA

To continue our comparison between two technologies and two network designs in
the study, we also use the least square (LS) method [53] to estimate the TDOA OBU location.
This is done using the calculated pseudo-ranges for hyperbolic TDOA, Equations (11)–(13).
This algorithm is used to have ranges of IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V, calculate the position,
and compare it with the real position or location of the OBU on the E313 highway.

E =

 x1 − x2 y1 − y2
...

...
x1 − xM y1 − yM

 (11)

F =
1
2

 x2
1 − x2

2 + y2
1 − y2

2 − r2
21 − r21d1

...
x2

1 − x2
M + y2

1 − y2
M − r2

M1 − rM1d1

 (12)

LSTDOA = (ETE)−1ET F (13)

LS algorithm is estimated considering signal propagation modeling and range differ-
ences explained above. Each simulated TOA measurement error is assumed to be uniformly
distributed over zero mean and variance which depends on RSUs and OBU geometric
position as shown in Equation (7).

4. Results and Discussions

This section shows numerical evaluations of the IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V technologies
capabilities for accurate vehicle localization, using V2I communication. Results of real
data measurements are used to model propagation path losses caused by the surrounding
environment around one segment of the E313 highway, in Antwerp, Belgium.

The V2I network consists of RSUs periodically located with certain inter-site distances,
road-side separation, and an OBU placed on the vehicle, which drives on the defined lane.
All other parameters are the same as presented in Table 1. Therefore, the comparison is
done between the two above mentioned technologies capabilities IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V,
considering two different vehicular network designs.
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4.1. Results from Real Data Measurements

While driving on the highway shown in Figure 3, OBU and RSU were communicating
on LOS and NLOS modes. In Figure 6a is shown the corresponding received signal strength
(RSS) depending on the position of the moving vehicle or OBU. When OBU approaches
the pointed RSU, from point A in the direction of point B, we have a higher level of RSS
expressed in dBm. The OBU receives the highest RSS level pointed in Figure 6a as 1.
Max RSS. While heading forward, the RSS values are lower after the OBU crosses the RSU
and continues its drive. The minimum value of the RSS is −99 dBm, recorded at a large
distance between the sender and receiver (near point B). After point B, when the RSU signal
coverage is not available, the OBU stops receiving communication, until the OBU receives
the RSU signal again on the return drive toward point C.

(a) Position-dependent Received Signal Strength

(b) Distance-dependent Received Signal Strength

Figure 6. (a) Position-dependent Received Signal Strength using ITS-G5, IEEE 802.11p at 5.9 GHz
frequency. (b) Received Signal Strength at 5.9 GHz frequency as a function of TX-RX separation
distance. The blue circles are values obtained from the E313 highway measurement campaign.
The red and green crosses represent the resulted values form the 3GPP LTE Model, respectively
WINNER Model.

To model and explain this behavior the WINNER path-loss model [16] and its adapta-
tion on the 3GPP LTE model [15] are used. To measure the performance of the propagation
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models in terms of accurate derivation of the path-loss, respectively the RSS values, we
use Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which presents the differences between the real RSS
obtained on field measurements and modeled or estimated RSS. The MAE performance
metric shows that the 3GPP LTE model performs better than the WINNER model. This is
also shown in Figure 6b. Thus, we use the 3GPP LTE to model the signal propagation,
expected path-loss, and RSS on the highway.

4.2. Results from Simulated Measurements

The positioning accuracy simulation findings show that there is a difference between
two technologies and between two vehicular network designs. The first details are pre-
sented in Table 2.

Table 2. The minimum, maximum, average, coverage, and accuracy level of minimum achievable
error for two-sided and one-sided RSUs, for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V.

Scenario Min Max Average Coverage Sub-Meter

802.11p (two-sided RSUs) 0.37 m 19.67 m 3.66 m 82.46% 25.44%

LTE (two-sided RSUs) 0.06 m 4.33 m 0.87 m 100% 73.68%

802.11p (one-sided RSUs) 1.66 m 6.65 m 4.39 m 16.66% 0.0%

LTE (one-sided RSUs) 0.17 m 28.63 m 3.66 m 100% 46.49%

The minimum achievable errors obtained using CRLB for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V
technology when RSUs are placed at both sides of the highway and when RSUs are placed
at one side of the highway are shown in Figure 7a,b. In Figure 7a are shown results obtained
on the movement of the OBU on the highway on xy-plane. These xy-plane values are a
transform of the geodetic coordinates specified by latitudes, longitudes, and height to the
local north-east-down Cartesian coordinates specified by xNorth, yEast, and zDown.

When RSUs are placed at both sides of the highway as shown in Figure 7a, the
minimum errors we obtain for IEEE 802.11p are between 0.37 m to 19.67 m, while for LTE-V
are 0.06 m to 4.33 m. Furthermore, when RSUs are placed at one side of the highway, the
values for minimum errors vary between 1.66 m to 6.65 m for IEEE 802.11p, and between
0.17 m to 28.63 m for LTE-V. This comparison is more visible in Figure 7b, where we show
the numerical result of minimum achievable errors on the y axis.

Despite minimum, maximum, and average error values, in Table 2 is also the coverage
column. This parameter is directly impacted by the different maximum transmitted power
that two technologies can provide (23 dBm by 802.11p compared to 46 dBm by LTE-V).
The coverage percentage shows the number of locations or cases where TDOA CRLB values
are obtained. In the case of two-sided RSUs at all included vehicle locations, for IEEE
802.11p and LTE-V, we obtain CRLB for 82.46%, respectively 100% of cases or locations.
On the other hand, obtaining CRLB for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V for one-sided RSUs is
possible for just 16.67%, respectively 100% of vehicle locations. In Figure 7a the coverage
aspect is noticed by the missing points in the map or missing values in the graph in
Figure 7b.

In addition to this, achieving sub-meter level accuracy is possible for 25.44% for
IEEE 802.11p, respectively 73.68% of locations for LTE-V, when having RSUs on two sides
of the highway. However, for one-sided RSUs this value is 0% for IEEE 802.11p and
46.49% for LTE-V.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Localization performance comparison using minimum position error for two-sided and
one-sided RSUs for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V. (a) Minimum position error maps. (b) Minimum
position error values.

Vehicle positions or locations where we could not obtain values for minimum achiev-
able errors are because the vehicle could not reach communication with four RSUs to have
TDOA or the covariance showed in Equation (3) is a singular matrix. The first limitation
can be solved if we add more RSUs on the highway. Previous study [3] suggests having
inter-side distances set to 200 m and road-side separations to 15 m for rural macro-cell to
ensure at least three LOS RSUs for 95% of the cases. The effect of the second limitation is re-
duced when ignoring the measurement noise, which results from the OBU location. Studies
as [17,29] consider a constant covariance matrix and independent of the vehicle position.

As a comparison done between IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V, we see that the minimum
localization error achieved using IEEE 802.11p is higher than LTE-V when RSUs are placed
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on both sides of the highway. We have higher values when OBU uses LTE-V on one-
sided RSUs; however, the coverage of IEEE 802.11p is just 16%. This implies that better
performance compared to four cases is achieved by LTE-V when two-sided RSUs are taken
into consideration.

While analyzing the above results, it is noticeable that they have different values;
however, they have the same tendency of changes. This implies that despite technology,
bandwidth, number of sub-carriers, transmitted power, and coverage, a very important
factor is the geometry which stands between OBU and RSUs. To scale this impact factor,
we use 2D GDOP or HDOP, which shows the strong importance that RSUs placement has
on the OBU localization. Following the explanations in the simulation section related to
HDOP, the findings are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The minimum, maximum, average, coverage, and ranges of HDOP for two-sided and one-sided RSUs.

Scenario Min Max Average Coverage HDOP < 2 2 < HDOP < 5 HDOP > 5

HDOP (two-sided RSUs, d = 780 m) 0.59 13.88 2.91 82.46% 39.47% 28.95% 14.03%
HDOP (two-sided RSUs, d = 2000 m) 0.37 12.67 2.56 100% 64.04% 17.54% 18.42%
HDOP (one-sided RSUs, d = 780 m) 1.47 4.22 2.84 16.67% 4.39% 12.28% 0.00%

HDOP (one-sided RSUs, d = 2000 m) 0.87 43.07 6.74 100% 35.09% 31.58% 33.33%

The comparison is done considering the coverage range or limit and the placement of
RSUs along the highway, as shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, despite standard comparison
parameters which include minimum, maximum, average, and coverage, here we have
HDOP values that are below 2 and indicate very good geometry between RSUs and OBU.
Then, average performance is achieved when HDOP sides between 2–5, and when HDOP
sides above 5, we have bad localization performance.

Figure 8. Localization performance comparison using HDOP for two-sided and one-sided RSUs.

Results show that the minimum HDOP is 0.37, found for a vehicle location when
two-sided RSUs are used in a 2000 m coverage range, and the maximum HDOP value is
43.07 using one-sided RSUs in the same coverage limit. When we have the same coverage
range d = 2000 m, it is important to point out that the number of location cases where
we could obtain HDOP or coverage rate is 100%, while all other parameters minimum,
maximum, and intervals on the table indicate that we have lower HDOP when using
two-sided RSUs compared to one-sided RSUs. The same can be said for d = 780 m too;
however, as shown in the figure, the number of location cases where we could obtain
HDOP for one-sided RSUs is very small compared to two-sided RSUs, 82.46% compared
to 16.67%.
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These results indicate that two-sided RSUs deployments have better position than
one-sided RSUs. In rural areas due to the higher distances between the OBU and RSUs,
the levels of HDOP are higher and this approach provides a reduced improvement of
localization accuracy [3]. In addition to this, having a specific RSUs placement can ensure
lower HDOP using fewer RSUs [34,38].

Simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed Least Square
Method in TDOA-based location algorithms. Table 4 shows the comparison between IEEE
802.11p and LTE-V for two network designs in the study. As we can see, the error values
for the IEEE 802.11p implemented on both sides of the highway varies between 0.42 m to
71.25 m. Its average location error is 7.50 m, while it ensures coverage for 82.46% of cases,
where 6.14% of them are less than 1 m.

Table 4. The minimum, maximum, average, coverage, and accuracy level of LS algorithm for two-sided and one-sided
RSUs, for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V.

Scenario Min Max Average Coverage Sub-Meter

802.11p (two-sided RSUs) 0.42 m 71.25 m 7.50 m 82.46% 6.14%
LTE (two-sided RSUs) 0.02 m 24.72 m 2.20 m 100% 43.86%

802.11p (one-sided RSUs) 2.03 m 13.91 m 6.22 m 16.67% 0.0%
LTE (one-sided RSUs) 0.05 m 30.51 m 2.90 m 100% 43.86%

LTE-V implemented on both sides of the highway varies between 0.02 m to 24.72 m,
the average error is 2.20 m, its coverage is just 100% of locations, and 43.86% of these
locations errors values are below 1 m. Following the changes in the number of RSUs on the
network design, the LS for IEEE 802.11p varies between 2.03 m and 13.91 m, its average
error is 6.22 m, while 0% of locations in the study are less than 1 m. Its coverage is 16.67%.
When LTE-V is simulated on one side RSUs of the highway, its values are between 0.05 m
to 30.51 m, its average is 2.90 m, while its coverage includes 100% of cases, and 43.86% of
them are lower than 1 m.

Comparing the third parameter, LS algorithm shows again that LTE-V outperforms
IEEE 802.11p for two scenarios in the study. As we can see the LTE-V error values when it
is implemented on both sides of the highway, or on one side of the highway, are lower than
the IEEE 802.11p. In addition to this, the number of sub-meter error values obtained from
the LTE-V is much higher than the IEEE 802.11p. Figure 9a,b is applied to show another
way of noticing these differences when the OBU travels on the E313 highway.

Figure 10 is applied to examine if there is any relationship between the minimum
possible error derived by CRLB, HDOP, and LS algorithm for error estimation. We consider
in greater depth results that give more information to our observations. It is important to
stress that there is a consistency of the obtained values or similar differences for the same
OBU positions and surrounded RSUs in the study.

Although comparing the received parameters in the study, minimum error, HDOP,
and position error, for IEEE 802.11p, Figure 10a,c, the findings show that HDOP values
have resulted in much lower than the localization error values. This does not happen in
the case of LTE-V, shown in Figure 10b,d. Recall here that the number of sub-carriers used
for positioning signals considered for LTE-V is much higher than IEEE 802.11p, and the
maximum potential transmitted power in LTE-V is 46 dBm, whereas for 802.11p is 23 dBm.
This implies the impact that signal bandwidth and transmitted power have in obtaining
good localization results.

Moreover, similar differences are also shown for LTE-V, Figure 10b,d. We can notice
that higher values of HDOP imply larger localization errors. This shows that in these OBU
positions, there is a poor geometry between RSUs and OBU. In such situation, changing
the RSUs location can improve the localization accuracy.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Localization performance comparison using Least square error for two-sided and one-sided
RSUs and technologies IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V. (a) Position error maps. (b) Position error values.

In addition to this, the coverage columns of the above parameters contain different
values. Whereas for LTE-V for two network designs, we have 100% of OBU positions, for
IEEE 802.11p is 82.46% when using two-sided RSUs and only 16.67% of OBU positions
when using one-sided RSUs. This is more visible in Figure 10a,c, where we see the missing
position locations on the graphs. This fact indicates that all OBU locations where we could
not have value for positioning error are because of an RSU absence in the region. In the
parts where we cannot obtain values, there is a need to add RSUs, in optimal positions
where we could obtain minimum HDOP.

Here it is important to add the fact that the considered locations of RSUs are de-
termined by the current infrastructure on the E313 highway. As a result, the inter-side
and number of RSUs are predetermined. In this situation, we have noticed that when
performing TDOA using one-sided RSUs placed on a linear way on the E313 highway we
have the worst localization accuracy, while when the RSUs were deployed on two sides of
the highway and the OBU location was near these RSUs, we received the best result.

While driving on the E313 the RSUs antennas heights is above the road infrastructure
and the surrounding buildings which are also low in density. This situation is expected
to change when the OBU is found in an urban area where the antenna height of the RSUs
and OBU are below the rooftop of the surrounding buildings. In this new situation, the
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propagation conditions are mainly characterized by non-line-of-sight modes, higher path
losses, diffraction, and multipath.

To overcome these obstructions, different urban network vehicular deployment studies
consider small cells where we have a small coverage range of RSUs and a higher number
of them. In such a scenario IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V should have the same transmit power,
which would result in the same coverage range. In this case, the achievable accuracy
depends only on the signal bandwidth.

In our first observations for the E313 highway, in a situation where both technologies
perform on the same transmit power and coverage range, the LTE performs better because
of allocated sub-carriers resources for positioning. Furthermore, LTE-V can perform from
1.4 to 20 MHz bandwidth, including 10MHz, which we have assumed in our scenarios.
Besides this, according to [38], LTE-Advanced which uses carrier aggregation (CA) can
achieve a system bandwidth up to 100 MHz.

Mitigation of boundaries in the respect of RSUs deployments, analyses of new propa-
gation environments such as urban areas and tunnel environments, mitigation of NLoS
measurements, potential uses of reconfigurable meta-surfaces, are upcoming topics to be
exploited in the future to enhance achievable localization accuracy.

Figure 10. Comparison of minimum position error, HDOP, and position error values of (a) IEEE 802.11p for two-sided RSUs,
(b) LTE-V for two-sided RSUs, (c) IEEE 802.11p one-sided RSUs, (d) LTE-V for one-sided RSUs.

5. Conclusions

Vehicle localization performance comparison between IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V V2I
Communications for two different vehicular network designs is performed in this study.
Real data measurements are obtained on the E313 highway in Antwerp, Belgium, to
model the propagation communication channels in the environment under the study. The
propagation results and vehicular network configurations are used to simulate vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) communication channels between transmitters referred to as road-side
units (RSUs) and receiver referred to as onboard unit (OBU).

Scenarios when RSUs are placed on both sides of the highway and when RSUs are
placed on one side of the highway are considered to analyze achievable positing accuracy
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for two technologies. The propagation path losses are modeled using the 3GPP LTE model,
which better fit the real data measurements compared to the WINNER model.

The communication signals used for vehicle localization are received by multiple RSUs
using time difference of arrival (TDOA) measurements in an additive white Gaussian noise
channel with a zero mean and a distance-dependent variance. Both technologies operate
with a 10 MHz bandwidth at 5.9 GHz frequency and have 64 sub-carrier and 300 sub-
carriers for IEEE 802.11p and LTE-V, respectively. We have considered their maximum
transmitted power, to compare their maximum achievable localization accuracy.

To analyze the potential minimum achievable positioning accuracy is used Cramer–Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB), to scale the impact of the geometry between RSUs and OBU, while
the last one is driven on a defined lane of the highway is used Horizontal Dilution of
Precision (HDOP), and to obtain the positioning error is used Least square (LS) algorithm
for TDOA technique.

It is found that using V2I communication signals to have vehicle localization depend
on the signal bandwidth, higher bandwidth results in smaller errors. Furthermore, the
inter-site distance or distance between RSUs have a huge impact on localization accu-
racy. Coverage ranges, antennas heights, the infrastructure used, propagation conditions,
and surrounding environment, all have an impact on the localization performance and
its limits.

Investigating the maximum of lower achievable positioning error shows that LTE-V
has lower values than IEEE 802.11p, 4.33 m compared to 19.67 m. When using two-sided
RSU, on the simulated testbed, 73.68% of error values in LTE-V are less than 1 m, while for
IEEE 802.11p, are 25.44%. When using one-sided RSUs, LTE-V obtained value is 28.63 m
compared to IEEE 802.11p, 6.65 m. However, the positioning availability is just 16.66%
for IEEE 802.11p compared to 100% for LTE-V, same the sub-meter accuracy cases are
0.0% compared to 49.49% for LTE-V. When obtaining HDOP, the positions where we could
obtain OBU location using two-sided RSUs, HDOP values are lower compared with the
cases when we use one-sided RSUs.

Our work shows that LTE-V deployed on two-sided RSUs performed better than IEEE
802.11p according to LS algorithm too. Maximum resulted error values are 24.72 m for
LTE-V and 71.25 m for IEEE 802.11p. Due to its bandwidth in use for localization, LTE-V
outperforms IEEE 802.11p.

Simulated results as analytical expressions show a correlation between the obtained
localization errors and HDOP, which fact permits a conclusion that HDOP is a good metric
to predict the magnitude of a TDOA error and to identify poor geometry of RSUs in a
vehicular network.

The results are used to identify where we expect acceptable localization accuracy,
where we have high error values, and where we have poor RSUs deployment on the E313
highway, for the planned real data measurements with all RSUs, placed in the testbed.
In the future, we plan to compare planned real data measurements with these numerical
simulations, include different propagation environments such as urban areas and tunnel
environments, mitigation of NLoS measurements, potential uses of reconfigurable meta-
surfaces, to contribute on high accurate vehicular positioning.
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